Civic Committee Monthly Meeting
September 13, 2016
Attendance Harold Kalmus, Ed Rohrbach, Liz Resko, & Al Marks
Meeting commenced at 7:33 PM
Approval of minutes: August 2016 Minutes Approved as presented.
Field Theater Paving
The group reviewed drawing (prepared by Harold Kalmus) of the Field Theater area to be paved. Ed will
review drawing details with Cropper and verify that the slope is handicap accessible and obtain an estimate
based on current plan. Harold will verify that the box drawn on the plan is representing an existing electrical
box.
Picnic Table
Harold provided some pictures of creative picnic tables (They can be viewed at end of minutes.) Al showed the
picture of the picnic table (the one on the top right) to Mike Green and his wife, who are sculptors’. She is very
interested and would like to look at the location of where the picnic table would be positioned. Civic members
expressed that they would be happy to entertain a proposal from them. It does not have to be bigger than 8 feet.
Road work
Grocery Path
A chain was draped across the Grocery Path. Al asked to have it removed because it is a potential safety
problem by creating a trip line. Neighbor complied.
Miller & Sweep
The new asphalt that Smith laid failed. Smith returned and laid new asphalt.
The Highway
In front of Gild Hall, a patch of asphalt was put in with the intent to divert the water draining. Al observed
during a heavy rain that it did not divert the water. Smith returned and created a small swale that resulted in the
water being diverted. (the swale was swell).
Hillside & Miller
The intersection was getting wavy and that is because the drain was undermining it.
Further down the road are three drains which were paved around so the water could flow directly into drains.
The inlet grate was broken and it was replaced with a new inlet grate.
Paved Hillside from Millers Road all the way down to the woods.
Trees
Buzz Ware committee is meeting next week to decide about the trees and solar panels.
Meeting Adjourned 8:19 P. M.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth Resko
Village Secretary
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